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Jeffrey Skolnick works on
computational systems biology. He
has developed algorithms to predict
protein structure/function, protein–

protein and protein–DNA
interactions and small molecule
ligands for drug discovery. He is
interested in the interplay of physics
and evolution for understanding
protein structure/function. Finally,
he has developed molecular
approaches to subcellular
simulations.

Richard Friesner works in a number
of different areas of theoretical and
computational chemistry, including
methodology and software
development, material science, and
modeling of biological systems. His
work in protein modeling is focused
on high-resolution structural
prediction and refinement, including
loop prediction, side chain
prediction, and protein–ligand
docking and the prediction of
binding affinities. The methods used
both employ continuum and explicit
solvation models, and incorporate
conformational searching and
molecular dynamics techniques.

This COSB issue explores the relationship between protein structure and

protein function ranging from the properties of individual molecules to the

interactions across the entire proteome. On the molecular level, function

arises from intermolecular interactions/binding/transport that may result in

allosteric changes, catalysis, signal transduction, or multimeric complex

formation that in the extreme leads to mesoscopic aggregates. Given the

plethora of molecule types in a given cell, there is the need for improved

computational approaches that not only assist in guiding experimentalists in

identifying what should be studied but which also provide fundamental

mechanistic insights. The first set of reviews describes approaches involving

a relatively small number of proteins and discusses general approaches for

the prediction of small molecule/protein binding affinity and the simulation

of the mechanisms of allosteric transitions. Moving to a larger scale are

reviews of the possible mechanisms by which ion pumps and ATP synthase

work. The third series of reviews are more Systems Biology based with

applications to the entire proteome and describe methods for the prediction

of protein biochemical function, off-target binding (the binding of a small

molecule drug to an unintended protein target), and protein–protein inter-

actions with the goal of providing structures for the entire interactome. We

conclude with simulations of peptide and protein aggregation that are

designed to elucidate the essential qualitative features of this process.

To address the issue of protein–ligand binding, Vijay Pande discusses free

energy perturbation (FEP) calculations that use an explicit solvent repres-

entation. The review focuses on the absolute calculation of binding affinities

versus the more usual relative binding of two different ligands. He makes the

interesting claim that the absolute calculation of binding affinities is no more

difficult than relative free energy calculations. There is also the discussion of

algorithms to speed up FEP convergence, of the accuracy of contemporary

force fields, a survey of recent results for different types of ligands and

receptors, and some analysis of factors that make the problem difficult, for

example induced fit effects in which the protein exhibits a significant altera-

tion in structure. As available computational power increases (the Pande group

has been at the forefront of the use of massive computational studies of

biomolecular systems, via their folding@home distributed computing plat-

form), we are beginning to understand what is going to be necessary and

sufficient to obtain accurate answers to challenging simulation problems using

the most rigorous, physics-based approaches; this review provides a state of

the art report on where we are in this process as of today.

In another contribution that addresses the calculation of protein–ligand

binding affinities in the context of a continuum solvent model, Ron Levy

reviews advances in all atom sampling methods. While a continuum solvent

model introduces some approximations into the free energy calculation, it

allows the use of alternative sampling approaches (e.g. complete phase space
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2 Theory and simulation
integration to obtain free energies) as contrasted to expli-

cit solvent-based methods where statistical sampling

approaches such as FEP are required. The tradeoff is

that one has to work very hard to develop an accurate

continuum solvation representation, but there has been

considerable progress in this direction, to which the Levy

group has made important contributions. Levy describes

very good results for a suite of T4 lysozyme-based test

cases of Shoichet and co-workers, using a novel sampling

approach to phase space integration, which are compar-

able to the best results reported using explicit solvent

FEP-based approaches. He also examines the change in

protein reorganization energy upon significant induced fit

effects due to the ligand, a very difficult energetic term to

address with standard methods. Finally, a survey of a

number of promising new ideas and approaches from

various research groups is presented.

The problem associated with induced fit is but one

example of the need to model protein conformational

changes on small molecule effector binding; such changes

are important to the understanding of many types of

biochemical events. Allosteric transitions may be local,

involving side chain or solvent rearrangement (as above)

and/or more global, involving global changes in quatern-

ary structure. The review by Ron Elber describes the

state of the art of modeling such allosteric transitions.

Extant methods range from coarse grained, elastic net-

work models, plastic network approaches, straightforward

molecular dynamics simulations to milestoning, a very

elegant methodology that provides both the kinetics and

thermodynamics. Elber provides significant insights into

what are key outstanding issues: namely, the elucidation

of the coupling between the local effector event (ligand

binding), and its global effects, the shift in quaternary

structure. While significant progress in building interp-

olation schemes between bound and unbound confor-

mations are reported, there remains the problem of

predicting an allosteric transition when the final bound

state conformation of the protein is unknown.

As examples of allostery, Lucy Forest’s review focuses on

a specific class of molecular machines, the ion and ATP-

driven membrane proteins. Her emphasis is mechanistic

and includes approaches other than just MD to try to

understand the basis for the mechanism – an example is

membrane proteins involved in pumping against a gra-

dient and then converting the energy to ATP such as in

cytochrome c oxidase; thus, she examines mechanistic

issues in ion pumps and ATP synthase. She first discusses

the use of modeling to complement experiment in un-

derstanding structure and energetics for membrane

proteins. Because of the difficulty of obtaining high-

resolution crystal structures of membrane proteins,

homology modeling or exploitation of low resolution

experimental data must often be utilized to study a

particular protein of interest, and sophisticated compu-
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tational methods are essential in enhancing structural

detail. Once a suitable structure is available, methods

are needed to understand function (e.g. ion binding and

selectivity), and this can be facilitated by computing

relative free energies of various states. Finally, as noted

above, protein conformational changes are often crucial to

function for this class of proteins (e.g. ATP synthase), and

modeling can contribute to understanding such processes

as well. The article concludes with a summary of what is

possible at the current state of the art, and what is difficult

or out of reach.

In the above reviews, the function of the protein of

interest is already known and the elucidation of how

the protein works is the question addressed. However,

across an arbitrary proteome, the fraction of proteins

whose function is known is small, especially if one

demands that it be experimentally characterized rather

than inferred, since many annotations by inference are of

uncertain validity. Thus, there is a pressing need to

develop highly accurate computational approaches. To

address this issue, Olivier Lichtarge describes the limita-

tions and advantages of sequence and structure-based

computational approaches to accurately infer protein

(enzymatic) function from sequence. Particular emphasis

is placed on his powerful evolutionary trace methodology

that combines functional residue conservation with

spatial localization. Most interesting and novel is a prom-

ising approach that pools annotations into network struc-

tures that have the capacity to assign function of

unrelated proteins based on their network context.

Among the important issues in drug discovery are the

selection of which protein to target, viz. what is its

function (see Lichtarge) and the design of an appropriate

small molecular inhibitor of that target, viz. ligand screen-

ing (see Pande and Levy). However, even if one had the

perfect ability to select the appropriate target/ligand pair,

in a cell, it is quite rare that a single drug interacts with

just a single protein; rather off-target interactions are

probably common. Thus, the analysis of off-target bind-

ing in the entire proteome is essential. The review of Lei

Xie et al. addresses this key issue in the context of

structural bioinformatics approaches that mainly use high

quality experimental or close homology modeled struc-

tures to identify proteins with similar binding sites/ligand

propensities. Such information is then integrated with

biological networks to begin to explore drug-induced

perturbations of a cell. The arching importance of this

review is the recognition of the need to address how

multiple, evolutionarily unrelated protein targets interact

in a biologically significant way with a given ligand; this

represents a paradigm shift in drug discovery to a more

Systems Biology-based approach.

Just as there are multiple interactions between proteins

and a given ligand in a cell, protein–protein interactions
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are extremely important in living systems. However, the

structures of many of these biologically important com-

plexes (involving domain–domain interactions or multi-

meric proteins) are unknown. In their review, Amelie

Stein et al. address this deficit in their description of

approaches for modeling protein interactions and com-

plexes. A key theme is that the number of interacting

interfaces is quite small (whether between domains or

multimeric proteins), and thus, the identification of inter-

action motifs followed by 3D modeling offers a promising

way to assemble three-dimensional structures of the

interactome.

Finally, to explore what happens when protein–protein

interactions go awry, Joan Shea reviews the status of coarse-

grained models of peptide and protein aggregation. Since

atomistic MD simulations are too slow to capture the long

time scales on which much of the interesting biophysics

occurs, there is a need for coarse-grained models. The focus

is on experiments and how the models can explain inter-

esting features of the aggregation data for peptides related

to Alzheimer’s disease and other biomedically important

phenomena. The models typically can handle hundreds of
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peptides and millisecond timescales – one can see general

behavior such as nucleation, collapse, and so on, but the

coarse graining makes it difficult to achieve high specificity

with regard to the precise dependence of dynamic behavior

upon sequence. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be

drawn about the effect of the particular peptide sequence,

for example the behavior of proteins with higher intrinsic

propensity to form beta sheets (the structural motif that

dominates aggregation) as opposed to those with a lower

intrinsic propensity.

The articles discussed above reflect the tremendous

diversity of structures and interactions that are crucial

to the biological functions of cells and organisms. This

diversity poses a major challenge to theory and simu-

lation; the systems are large and complex, brute force

calculations using the most accurate physics will often be

unable to handle such problems (although sometimes

accurate physics approaches will be the only ones that

can work); hence, a diversity of methods must be devel-

oped and applied appropriately. The present volume

provides a snapshot as to where we as a community are

in addressing these great challenges.
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